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For anyone who hasn’t heard of The Great Reset, a plan by the World Economic Forum (WEF) to

reform the way the world runs on political, economic and social platforms, then The Great Narrative

is set to educate you.

The Narrative will “contribute fresh ideas for the future,” the WEF says on its website. To facilitate

this, “top thinkers from a variety of geographies and disciplines — including futurists, scientists and

philosophers” — are gathering in Dubai in November 2021 to plan your life for you.

The only problem is, while The Great Reset and Narrative are designed to overhaul society from the

inside-out, the WEF is leaving society out in the overhaul. Instead of inviting the world in to plan a

reset, the elite authoritarians — the ones running the WEF — are doing that for you.

Put plainly, in a form of unparalleled hubris, these global rulers have appointed themselves the

masters of the future world they plan to have up and operating by 2030, with “build back better” as

their mantra.

But will it work? And even more importantly, what right do they have to sit in one little corner of the

world playing with people’s lives as if they were pawns in a game of chess? In a commentary, The

Sociable recounts the grand narratives of years and ages past, and lays out some of the failings of

previous attempts to reset the world.

“Authoritarians use great narratives to legitimize their own power,” The Sociable points out, “and

they do this by claiming to have knowledge and understanding that speaks to a universal truth. At

the same time, authoritarians use these grand narratives in an ‘attempt to translate alternative

accounts into their own language and to suppress all objections to what they themselves are

saying.’”

The WEF plan, in fact, is one the world has seen before, and it’s called Marxism. “The WEF claims

that its great reset agenda will help emancipate society from the unsustainable and inequitable

practices of shareholder capitalism,” The Sociable says. But their mantra is merely a façade for

unelected globalists to expand their own wealth and elevate their powers over everyone else.

From climate change to land use to energy use and more, the WEF will use its Great Narrative to

stamp out dissent with a top-down ideology that will label any disagreement with The Great Reset

as “conspiracy, misinformation or extremism that must be censored and suppressed for the greater,

collective good.”
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Randyfast
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I've tried to get people to visit WEF to research "The Great Reset". I've even told them that "reset" means tearing down this entire

civilization and rebuilding it as per their "vision" of the future. People simply don't listen/don't want to hear it, anymore.
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Eduard Bernays have stated similar ideas in his book almost a century ago
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The next few years are going to be more dimcult than any of us can imagine. If you want to remain healthy and survive, you need to

understand that you must be self-reliant. And, you must live close to nature. There will be many changes. Already, in many high crime

areas, when you call 911, no one comes to help. You will be unable to rely on police. We are already seeing many stores leave certain

areas due to shoplifting. Often this is an opportunistic crime rather than done out of need. Violent crime will increase. There will be a

collapse of social services and churches will be even more  controlled by govt. Many food banks rely on govt funding--gleaners are

becoming a thing of the past. There are few people even capable of being conscientious pickers welcomed by farmers. Many meds are

already in short supply and we cannot expect imports to continue. There is the matter of having gasoline to get to town or have items

delivered. Many of us unvaxed will not be allowed into stores to even buy food, new underwear, shoes/boots/sox.  (No cash, controlled

currency.) You should be saving heirloom seed and composting.  Buy and set aside a large bag of diatomaceous earth and get your

perennials and fruit trees planted.  (DE is also useful for ant control.) As for guerilla gardening, know which ornamentals are food

sources. Innoculate lawn mushrooms of various types in your backyard or less visible areas. Have books available to home school your

children. Home schoolers can set up networks to swap hand-me-down clothing and infant items. How will you heat, cook or preserve

food without electricity or gas? Store salt. Consider some LUCI Lights. What will you do for water?

If you are thinking of a 3-day supply of food for a crisis, you will not make it. You need to think even beyond the 1100 meals this year. All

of us will have to work harder and smarter because the agenda is depopulation. Consider yourself a California Fruit Fly that those in

power are trying to erradicate.
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Thank you, Dr. Mercola and the greater Mercola community.

Societies are tribe-based.  Tribes provide an identity, protection, and community for an individual.  Thus one's cognitive biases are huge

and often blinding. Lots of emotions. Tribes; Vaxer, Anti-Vaxer, Trumpster, Orange-Man-Bad, etc.

The Power That Be (TPTB) understands this and plays people against each other.  Keep people divided, fearful, and destabilized (to

control-qrst destabilize).  Critical to understanding TPTB create their “Pseudo-realities” with Corporate & Social media via their;

gaslighting, narrative, gatekeepers, and algorithm.

We need people to the tribe of; reason, logic, and truth. The tribe where reality is “common sense and truth.”   It appears to be a very small

tribe.

Action item: Get a sheet of paper, divide it into two columns with the headings as such:

1. Pseudo-reality of COVID-19 (Dr. Fauci)    (1st entry - “Conformist”)

2. Common Sense.   (1st entry – “Critical Thinker”)

1. Pseudo-reality of COVID-19 (Dr. Fauci)    (2nd entry – Fear, control, & coercion)

2. Common Sense.   (2nd entry – Life, liberty & the pursuit of happiness)

1. Pseudo-reality of COVID-19 (Dr. Fauci)    (3rd entry – “Jab” only solution)

2. Common Sense.   (3rd entry – Early treatment saves lives)

1. Pseudo-reality of COVID-19 (Dr. Fauci)    (4th entry – The science is settled)

2. Common Sense.   (4th entry – Open discussion and discourse lead to the best solution)

Continue to qll in the columns.  (And no, I have not tried this, can't get them to turn-off the TV)

Individuals are being qred (many from taxpayer-funded positions), losing their lively hood,  because they made a choice they consider in

their best interest.  These brave and courageous souls are FREEDOM FIGHTERS!  I salute you – WSU Football Coach Nick Rolovich!  And

is the Pseudo-reality working?

From  NZ Doctors – The Rise of Totalitarianism -  nzdsos.com/.../the-rise-of-totalitarianism
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